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Abstract
Environmental fluid mechanics underlies a wealth of natural, industrial and, by extension, so-
cietal challenges. In the coming decades, as we strive towards a more sustainable planet, there
are a wide range of grand challenge problems that need to be tackled, ranging from fundamental
advances in understanding and modeling of stratified turbulence and consequent mixing, to applied
studies of pollution transport in the ocean, atmosphere and urban environments. A workshop was
organized in the Les Houches School of Physics in France in January 2019 with the objective of
gathering leading figures in the field to produce a road map for the scientific community. Five
subject areas were addressed: multiphase flow, stratified flow, ocean transport, atmospheric and
urban transport, and weather and climate prediction. This article summarizes the discussions and
outcomes of the meeting, with the intent of providing a resource for the community going forward.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As the 21st century progresses, our planet faces numerous major environmental challenges,
many of which are underpinned by environmental fluid mechanics. The modeling and mon-
itoring of climate change and its consequences is perhaps the grandest of challenges, both
to understand the system evolution and also to determine how some of the consequences
may be mitigated and adaptation plans devised. Environmental fluid mechanics has a key
role in informing and planning our response to many of the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) of the United Nations illustrated in Fig. 1, in particular SDGs 6, 7, 9, 11, 13 and
14, as outlined in this paper.
The scientific community has a considerable capability to contribute to addressing en-
vironmental grand challenges and achieving SDGs by developing new understanding and
innovating solutions. At a workshop [1] at the Les Houches School of Physics in France
in January 2019, therefore, a multifaceted group of seventy researchers convened to both
identify and chart a way forward for grand challenges in environmental fluid mechanics. The
outcomes of the resulting discussions are the focus of this article. Before delving into these
grand challenges across a wide range of topics, however, it is initially worth reflecting on the
scientific approaches available, and appreciating the broad spectrum of pressing scientific
questions that lie within the realm of environmental fluid mechanics.
Field observations using innovative measurement systems gather valuable data on, and
enable the description of, flow phenomena and processes. Acquisition of high quality data,
and interpretation of this data for developing and constraining models is at the heart of
many of the grand challenges. A study on the mixing of North Atlantic Deep Water as
it passes through the Tonga Trench in the deep Pacific Ocean provides new insight into
the role of topography on abyssal mixing [3], a process that is key for quantification of
the carbon and heat budget associated with the thermohaline circulation (see Sec. III). The
measurement of surface flows in the Gulf of Mexico using large arrays of low cost, degradable
floats [2], for example, identifies local points of convergence and highlights the importance of
fronts in controlling surface transport, with clear relevance for the dispersal of oil spills (see
Sec. IV). Observations of the wind field and pollutant concentrations in buildings and urban
areas have been shown [132, 137] to be instrumental to the validation and improvement of
computational models for these complex high Reynolds number flows. The recent global
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FIG. 1. The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, adopted by all United Nations
Member States in 2015, provides a shared blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and
the planet, now and into the future. At its heart are the 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), which are an urgent call for action by all countries - developed and developing - in a
global partnership. They recognize that ending poverty and other deprivations must go hand-
in-hand with strategies that improve health and education, reduce inequality, and spur eco-
nomic growth – all while tackling climate change and working to preserve our oceans and forests
(https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/). Of these, Environmental Fluid Mechamics plays
a substantial role in achieving SDGs 6, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 14.
covid-19 pandemic has emphasized the importance of a Lagrangian understanding of air
flows in sneezing and coughing and throughout buildings, in terms of the mixing pathways
of airborne aerosols, bringing new challenges for the development of healthy and low energy
building design [4–6] (see Sec. V).
The development of analytical models complements field observations, with approaches
ranging from dimensional analysis and the development of scaling laws to more complete
theoretical models based on the appropriate fluid dynamical equations. Advances in theoret-
ical modeling of environmental flows are very encouraging. Low order integral descriptions
model the complex dynamics of mixing in turbulent jets and plumes, for example, and such
models can be applied to natural ventilation flows through buildings [8]; often such flows are
highly nonlinear and exhibit multiple states, in a fashion analogous to the multiple states
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found in hydraulics [9], and the use of low order simplified models is ideal for identifying
and interpreting such phenomena (see Sec. V). Research into salt fingering driven by dou-
ble diffusive convection, which is key to understanding vertical mixing patterns in tropical
oceans, has similarly been underpinned by fundamental understanding of scaling laws [10].
Recently, classic models of sediment plumes have been used to underpin predictions of what
might transpire from proposed deep-sea mining of minerals in the abyssal ocean [11].
Laboratory experimentation provides an invaluable means by which controlled, system-
atic and detailed studies can probe environmental flow phenomena and their evolution as the
balance of forces changes. A key feature of laboratory experiments is their ability to access
regimes that are challenging for analytical models, and to isolate and obtain detailed data
on phenomena in a manner that is impractical for field studies. For example, laboratory
experimentation is providing new insight into the important topic of microplastics transport
in the ocean [12] and tsunami wave generation by a granular collapse [13].
Numerical modeling comes to the fore for the study of geometrically, physically and
dynamically complex scenarios, producing extensive and detailed data sets that can be
investigated via computer-based analysis methods. In regards to flow transport, for example,
there have been significant advances using numerical methods to identify key Lagrangian
coherent transport structures and track their evolution in time, with application to scenarios
such as search-and-rescue operations at sea (see Sec. IV). Advanced numerical techniques
are now also available [14] to simulate the evolution of suspension flows interacting with
mobile sediment beds under increasingly realistic conditions (see Sec. II).
A goal of large-scale computation is the accurate prediction of ocean and atmospheric
weather patterns, and beyond that long-term climate patterns, for which the challenges
are multifaceted [15] (see Sec. VI). Approximations in the models include many sub-grid
scale parameterizations of processes for which the physics is less well-understood, pertinent
examples being stratified mixing (see Sec. III) and convection dynamics (see Sec. VI). The
approximations also include the incompleteness and error in observations used to condition
the models, with the associated technical challenges of how best to assimilate data in such
models; matters such as these necessitate an ensemble of model calculations to quantify
uncertainty. With increasing resolution of model systems (i.e. an increase of the number of
grid cells), the science of data handling itself is becoming a limiting feature of large-scale
computation.
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To recap, the main goal of this article is to highlight how environmental fluid mechan-
ics can help answer critical questions as to the characterization of global climate change,
develop solutions to mitigate this change following the SDGs directions and suggest adap-
tation strategies to climate change. Although not the central theme of this article, it is
worth mentioning that environmental fluid mechanics will play an important role in the
energy transition process (both supply and demand), which is likely to be one of the main
endeavors of humankind in the present century and which is addressed in SDG #7 (Access
to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy). The work on low energy build-
ings/natural ventilation (Sec. V) and the work on deep sea mining (Sec. II) for cobalt (for
batteries and hence electric vehicles) are good examples of the role of environmental fluid
mechanics in the energy transition, which is a part of climate mitigation.
The article is structured as follows. We begin in Sec. II by describing the challenges
related to multiphase flow, covering topics such as water treatment (SDG #6 Clean Water
and Sanitation) and the prediction of avalanches and volcanic eruptions that pose a hazard to
infrastructure and are hence relevant to SDG #9 (Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure).
We then move on to consider density stratified flows, which are relevant to scenarios such as
vertical mixing in the deep ocean (see Sec. III), which is fundamental to a full understanding
of the effects of climate change (SDG #13 Climate Action). The transport of passive and
active particles by environmental flows, the scenario relevant for pollutants transport in
the ocean, is then the topic of Sec. IV) and relevant for addressing SDG #13 (Climate
Action) and SDG #14 (Life below water). This is followed by particular consideration of
flows in urban environments, where the dispersal of pollutants and heat has a profound
immediate impact on quality of life (see Sec. V) and is the focus of SDG #11 (Sustainable
Cities and Communities). Then, weather and climate prediction, relevant to addressing
SDG #13 (Climate Action), are discussed in Sec. VI, with a viewpoint that the historic
separation of these two fields is nearing an end because of the generic need for more realism
in model physics. Finally, Sec. VII concludes the article, outlining future directions for
field experiments, theory, laboratory experimentation and numerical modeling in the field
of environmental fluid mechanics.
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II. MULTIPHASE FLOW
A. Introduction
Multiphase flow processes are ubiquitous in the environment, as illustrated in Fig. 2;
above us, the dynamics of clouds are dominated by the interaction of air, water vapor,
droplets and ice crystals, modulated by radiative heating and cooling. Around us, geo-
physical mass flows such as snow avalanches, mudslides, debris flows and volcanic eruptions
present significant natural hazards. Below us, sediment transport processes in rivers, lakes
and oceans affect the health of freshwater, estuarine and benthic ecosystems, as well as
coastal and submarine engineering infrastructure. Many environmental flow phenomena are
man-made rather than natural in origin, such as the transport of particular pollutants, the
spreading of an oil spill in the ocean, or the generation of sediment-driven currents due to
mining operations on the seafloor. The desire to better understand the drivers of climate
change provides a major impetus for the rapidly growing research interest in environmental
multiphase flows, as our limited understanding of such complex issues as the dynamics of
clouds or the rate at which oceans absorb atmospheric CO2, are among the largest uncer-
tainties in existing climate models. The feedback mechanisms between the changing climate
and the evolution of glaciers and sea ice will greatly affect sea level rise and the security of
freshwater supplies for a large fraction of the world’s population. Similarly, the increasing
intensity of wildfires, dust storms and dune migration due to climate effects poses a threat
to people’s livelihood in many dry regions of the world.
A common feature shared by the above environmental multiphase flows is the enormous
range of length scales to which they give rise, from droplets and clay particles of O(10−6
m) to atmospheric weather systems and ocean currents of up to O(106 m). The resulting
multiscale nature of the governing mechanisms renders the exploration of environmental
multiphase flows by laboratory experiments, numerical simulations, field observations and
remote sensing truly a Grand Challenge.
Given the multitude of environmental multiphase flows, this section has to be selective
by necessity, so that we will attempt to highlight only a few very active research areas of
central importance in the context of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) identified
by the United Nations, especially with regard to climate change and its mitigation. The
7
FIG. 2. Multiphase flow processes in the environment at different scales: above us in the atmo-
sphere, around us on land and below us in bodies of water.
rapid progress in our understanding over the last couple of decades has been driven by
improving diagnostic and modeling capabilities as a result of the availability of satellites,
drones, and autonomous underwater vehicles, for example, as well as by more powerful
computer hardware, computational algorithms, and other software tools.
In the following, we distinguish between dry and wet environmental multiphase flows. In
the former, interactions among particles dominate the overall dynamics while the interstitial
fluid plays a relatively minor role. This scenario applies, for example, to rock slides and
certain types of snow avalanches that pose hazards to our infrastructure (SDG #9 Industry,
Innovation and Infrastructure). Similarly, issues of sand dune migration and desertification
are of particular relevance in the context of promoting sustainable agriculture (SDG #2
Zero Hunger), and sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems (SDG #15 Life on Land).
In wet multiphase flows, on the other hand, viscous, pressure and buoyancy forces due to
the presence of the fluid phase greatly influence the overall transport of mass, momentum
and energy, so that they need to be properly accounted for when developing scaling laws
and dynamical models. Such conditions are encountered, for example, during the removal of
particulate pollutants in water treatment plants (SDG #6 Clean Water and Sanitation), or
in the context of coastal erosion and the protection of infrastructure from the consequences
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of sea level rise. Climate modeling in particular (SDG #13 Climate Action) gives rise to
a host of interesting multiphase flow problems, for example associated with the dynamics
of clouds, as will be discussed below. Further important examples of wet multiphase flows
concern the transport of sediment, nutrients and microplastics in rivers and the coastal
ocean (SDG #14 Life below Water), or the dispersion of particulate pollutants in urban
environments (SDG #11 Sustainable Cities and Communities), a topic that is treated in
more depth in Sec. V.
B. Grand Challenges for dry flows
In such dry granular flows as rockslides or the migration of sand dunes, the force distri-
bution across the system is dominated by particle-particle interactions. In discrete particle
models, the granular medium is characterized as a system of particles with trajectories
determined by integrating Newton’s equations of motion for each particle, resulting mathe-
matically in a system of ordinary differential equations. The forces on an individual particle
consist of an external gravitational force and contact forces resulting from particle-to-particle
interactions depending on the selected contact model [16]. Normal and tangential forces,
including sliding and rolling resistance, are directly implemented as contact forces within
the model. Discrete particle models retain the discrete nature of granular media, thus mim-
icking actual particle interactions closely, but are also limited by just generating point-data
after every time-step, leading to computationally expensive simulations. Coarse-graining the
output data is a necessary step to interpret the model results and to generate continuum
fields.
In contrast, in continuum models the system loses direct access to particle-based prop-
erties as these are represented as local averages of position, velocity and stress fields. The
fields are governed, and updated, through a system of partial differential equations prescrib-
ing the mass continuity and momentum balance of the system. The critical assumption
here is to model the constitutive relation between kinematic (velocity) and dynamic (stress)
fields accurately. Typical models for granular materials include the µ(I)-rheology [17], or
the non-local cooperative [18] and gradient [19] models. In non-local models, it is assumed
that the stress is not only a function of strain rate, but also depends on higher gradients of
the velocity field. The particle size may be represented in constitutive models within the
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rheological description, but the exact scaling arguments are still an active topic of discussion.
An alternative to a full three-dimensional rheological model for granular materials is the
depth-averaged model [20]. Here, the Saint-Venant shallow water equations are generalized,
with one spatial dimension remaining in the governing equations. Although they are signif-
icantly easier and faster to implement numerically, one loses all information on the interior
of the flow.
A different approach for studying dry granular flows is generating and using experi-
mental data. A real-life experiment can show some truly unexpected behavior of particle
dynamics; great examples of this are granular fingering [21], booming sand dunes [22] and
Faraday heaping [23]. The key to success is to represent all relevant physical processes and
length-scales accurately in a scaled-down laboratory version of a full-scale environmental
or industrial flow. Here, the use of effective non-dimensionalization is critical in order to
identify dominant physical processes.
(a) (b)
FIG. 3. (a) Granular segregation leads to non-repeatable laboratory experiments. Release of 1 kg
of a 50 − 50% granular mixture of white (0.425 - 0.600mm) and red (1.0 - 1.3mm) glass ballotini
from a 2-meter long chute inclined at 25◦, showing different run-out lengths and levee structures.
Experiments by Ms. Elze Porte. (b) Granular forces are transmitted in a non-homogeneous
force-chain structure. Snapshot of a photoelastic 20-particle deep avalanche experiment down a
two-dimensional channel with rough base. Experiments by Dr. Amalia Thomas.
A wealth of experimental data on dry granular flows can be used to validate numerical
simulations or test theoretical models. However, in order to do so effectively, data reduction
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needs to occur efficiently to deduce key properties and not get lost in big data sets. Ex-
perimental data may be limited in accuracy due to potentially small signal-to-noise ratios,
or could be acquired with a larger than ideal spatial or temporal resolution. However, with
the accessibility and affordability of high-speed cameras and advanced acquisition tools, the
quality of experimental data improves year after year. A limitation in collecting experi-
mental data is its granular nature; a small change in position of one single grain in the
initial condition may create a completely different outcome, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). As
a result, despite carefully controlled laboratory conditions, repeatability may be a concern
and extensive data sets and even statistical analysis may be necessary.
A significant complication in acquiring experimental data is related to the opaqueness of
dry granular materials, and the inability to look inside a dynamic flow. There are well-tested
methods to probe immersed particulate flows, for example using refractive index-matched
methods where a laser sheet and an interstitial fluid can reveal the dynamical behavior. Dry
particulate materials can be probed with X-Ray tomography, but this technique works only
for quasi-steady set-ups, as it takes a significant time to acquire data [24]. Dry particulate
flows in motion can be probed with Positron Emission Particle Tracking techniques [25], but
statistically significant data is difficult to obtain as there is only one tracer. The complication
is that with all these techniques we only collect kinetic data on the velocity and position
of individual particles, while we are not able to measure dynamic data revealing internal
stresses and forces between particles.
Thomas and Vriend [26] introduced the use of photoelastic analysis in gravity-driven
intermediate flows to probe the rheology of fast-moving granular two-dimensional avalanches,
as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Particle tracking and coarse-graining the point-data revealed both
velocity and density profiles as a function of depth. Photoelastic analysis on the birefringent
response, captured at sub-millisecond resolution, provides the full stress tensor with normal
and shear stresses on each particle. Coarse-graining this data allows the calculation of the
stress ratio and inertial number as a function of height, and tests the correlation between
the shear rate and the force network fluctuations [27].
A fascinating example of dry particulate flows manifests itself “out of our world” in
Martian dry gullies in the Avire Crater on Mars, where particulate material is present in
an environment with no surface water, under low slopes [28]. The high-resolution satellite
images, which are collected at regular intervals in the High Resolution Imaging Science
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Experiment (HiRISE) by the Mars Orbiter Camera [29], provided unprecedented images of
erosion and transport of particulate material on low slopes in the Martian mid-latitudes.
The creation and expansion of gullies coincides with seasonal CO2 frost, hence the physical
process must be related to its presence.
C. Grand Challenges for wet flows
Turbidity currents (underwater avalanches) represent an excellent case study for reviewing
some recent advances in our understanding of particle-laden flows, and for highlighting
several open questions on which further progress is needed.
They represent the primary mechanism by which sediment is transported from shallow,
coastal waters into the deep regions of the ocean [30], and their size can be enormous. Often
triggered by storms or earthquakes, a single large turbidity current can transport more than
100 km3 of sediment, and it can travel over a distance exceeding 1,000 km, carving out
deep channels on the seafloor. They are responsible for the loss of water storage capacity
of reservoirs as a result of sedimentation, and they pose a threat to underwater engineering
installations such as telecommunication cables and oil pipelines, which renders them im-
portant in the context of the SDGs associated with safe drinking water supply (SDG #6)
and sustainable infrastructure (SDG #9). When triggered by submarine landslides near
the coast, they can result in the formation of tsunamis. The sedimentary rock formed by
turbidity current deposits represents a prime target for hydrocarbon exploration. Turbid-
ity currents are subject to the ocean transport mechanisms discussed in Sec. IV, and they
interact with the stratification of the ocean (cf. Sec. III), which can give rise to such inter-
esting phenomena as buoyancy reversal and lofting. At very large scales, their dynamics is
furthermore affected by Earth’s rotation.
Far above the sediment bed, individual sediment grains are small, and their volume
fraction is generally below O(1%), so that particle/particle interactions are largely negligible.
These dilute regions can be modeled by a continuum approach based on the Navier-Stokes
Boussinesq equations, where the local density is a function of temperature, salinity and
sediment concentration [31, 32]. The evolution of the sediment concentration field can
be described by a convection-diffusion equation, where the sediment is assumed to move
with the superposition of the fluid velocity and the Stokes settling velocity. Computational
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simulations based on this approach have provided substantial insight into the mixing and
entrainment behavior of turbidity currents, along with their energetics. Investigations based
on this dilute limit have furthermore shed light on the conditions under which particle-
laden flows can give rise to double-diffusive instabilities. In particular, they have been able
to clarify the competition between double-diffusive and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the
mixing region of buoyant river plumes and ambient salt water [33, 34]. Very recently, linear
stability analysis and nonlinear simulations based on the dilute approach have identified a
novel, settling-driven instability mechanism in two-component flows, whose nonlinear growth
can result in the formation of layers and staircases [35, 36].
Close to the sediment bed the dilute assumption no longer holds, as particle/particle
interactions gain importance. These reduce the sedimentation rate of the particles through
hindered settling. While some semi-empirical relationships for the effective settling rate in
concentrated suspensions are available in the literature [37, 38], these were mostly obtained
for conceptually simplified flow configurations, so that their reliability is questionable for
sheared polydisperse mixtures of highly nonspherical particles consisting of heterogeneous
materials. In addition, the particle/particle interactions render the fluid-particle mixture
increasingly non-Newtonian, and there is considerable uncertainty with regard to its effective
rheology. Recent years have seen progress through the development of the kinetic theory [39]
and the µ(I)-rheology [40], but their quantitative reliability has not yet been established for
the complex conditions at the base of a large-scale turbidity current.
The situation is further complicated by deposition, erosion and resuspension. Early sem-
inal work [41] quantified the threshold for erosion by considering the balance between gravi-
tational and shear forces. Extensions of this work to date have been largely semi-empirical,
and mostly consider idealized conditions, such as a dilute flow over a uniform sediment bed
of monodisperse particles [42]. Additional progress will have to be achieved in terms of
quantifying erosion and deposition rates under complex flow conditions, before reliable pre-
dictions of field-scale turbidity currents become feasible. Advances in both computational
and laboratory techniques offer promising opportunities in this regard, for example through
further development of the ’smart sediment grains’ technology [43].
One important aspect that has received relatively little attention to date is the role
of attractive interparticle forces, which can dominate for small sediment grains, such as
mud, clay and silt. These cohesive effects prompt the primary grains to flocculate, and to
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form aggregates with larger settling velocities. Flocculation strongly affects such aspects as
nutrient transport, and the rate at which organic matter is transported from the surface
into the deeper layers of the ocean, with implications for modeling the global carbon cycle.
Recent years have seen significant advances through the advent of grain-resolving sim-
ulation approaches that allow for the tracking of thousands of interacting particles [44].
Frequently these numerical models are based on variations of the Immersed Boundary
Method [45], which allows for the accurate and efficient tracking of moving interfaces within
the framework of regular Cartesian grids. Similarly, more realistic collision models for
particle-particle interactions [46] have enhanced our ability to simulate the evolution of sus-
pension flows interacting with mobile sediment beds under increasingly realistic conditions.
Vowinckel et al. [14] have recently conducted the first grain-resolving simulations of cohe-
sive sediment, in which they considered the sedimentation of 1,261 polydisperse particles,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.
FIG. 4. Particle configurations at different times during the settling process of cohesive sediment.
The color reflects the vertical particle velocity. Adapted from [14].
Multiphase environmental flows are often strongly affected by phase change. An impor-
tant case in point concerns the central importance of condensation and evaporation for the
evolution of atmospheric clouds [47]. By driving the global circulation and modulating the
radiative and turbulent atmospheric transport of heat, mass and momentum in the pres-
ence of water phase changes, clouds represent a key element within the complex feedback
loops that govern the dynamics of Earth’s weather and climate (SDG #13 Climate Action),
cf. Sec. VI. The dynamics of clouds, including their radiative properties and precipitation
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efficiency, are governed by a host of physical mechanisms that are active over a wide range
of length scales, from the condensation, evaporation and collisional growth of individual
droplets/ice particles at the µm-scale, via the formation of thermal and hydrodynamic in-
stabilities at intermediate scales, to the turbulent transport of heat, mass and momentum at
the km-scale and beyond, where interactions with larger-scale cloud systems and other phe-
nomena occur. Our limited current understanding of cloud microphysics, and the associated
lack of upscaling and parameterization tools for incorporating cloud dynamics into global
climate models, represents a major source of uncertainty in the field of climate prediction.
Nevertheless, recent advances in high-fidelity, large-scale computational simulation tech-
niques, upscaling strategies, machine learning approaches, and experimental/observational
capabilities provide opportunities for developing physics-based cloud models that can trans-
form the field of climate prediction.
A less well-known situation of environmental multiphase flows with phase change concerns
the formation and precipitation of salt crystals in hypersaline lakes, such as the Dead Sea [48].
These processes are governed by the convective and diffusive transport of heat and salinity,
as well as by the thermodynamic properties of brine near the saturation limit, and they can
be strongly affected by gravity currents, double-diffusive instabilities and internal waves,
among other features. The computational exploration of these phenomena is still in the
very early stages.
While we can employ high-resolution computational approaches to investigate the mi-
croscale dynamics, the large range of scales requires suitable upscaling approaches to field
scales. Developing such upscaling approaches to provide accurate predictions poses a signif-
icant challenge to the research community. Open source efforts such as the Community Sur-
face Dynamics Modeling System (CSDMS, https://csdms.colorado.edu/wiki/Main−Page)
can play an important role in this regard, as they try to couple models across different scales.
There are numerous other interesting and highly relevant multiphase environmental flow
processes that cannot be discussed within the limited space available here. Among the most
fascinating problems are those involving “active matter”, such as the behavior of a swarm
of insects [49], the contribution of plankton swarms to the mixing of the oceans [50, 51],
or the flow of human crowds [52]. Yet another class of fascinating examples of multiphase
flows in the environment involves capillary forces, such as in wet granular flows [53].
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D. Outlook
The study of environmental multiphase processes in the context of the Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals is an exciting and vibrant field with new methods and techniques appearing in
rapid progression. The available tools for fieldwork, laboratory experiments and numerical
simulations are continuously improving in their capabilities. In fieldwork, drones and mi-
crosatellites are now deployed to obtain an unprecedented quality and quantity of field data,
with details revealed which were previously unknown. In laboratory experiments, the spatial
and temporal resolution which can be achieved in carefully-controlled conditions continues
to improve with advancing technology. Innovation is a necessary tool to make steps forward
to measure relevant physical properties and to allow the crossing of scales between real-life
field observations and scaled-down laboratory analogues. The general strategy in numerical
simulations is to explore the relevant physics at the microscale by creating more realistic
computational models, and to combine those with upscaling tools to bridge the gap to larger
scales. The large amount of experimental or numerical data that is generated in the study of
particulate multiphase flow can now be post-processed by machine learning tools, to exploit
our data progress and to enhance predictive capabilities.
III. STRATIFIED FLOW
A. Introduction
Flows in the environment are typically characterised by spatial and temporal variations
in the fluid density, due for example to variations in temperature or composition, associated
with salinity, particle concentration, or other stratifying agent. Under appropriate averaging
(denoted by an overline), much of the atmosphere, the world’s oceans and lakes are statically
stably stratified, with the “background” or mean density ρ decreasing upwards, although
there are also situations where this stable stratification is eroded (e.g. in the upper “mixed”
layer of the ocean) or even inverted to become statically unstable, such as in a “convective”
atmospheric boundary layer. Such typical statically stable background density variations
lead naturally to a definition of the “buoyancy frequency” N , where N2≡ − (g/ρ)(∂ρ/∂z),
and g is the acceleration due to gravity. This buoyancy frequency is the frequency of os-
cillation for a fluid parcel displaced vertically within the background density profile, and
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bounds above the possible frequencies of “internal gravity waves” which are ubiquitous in
the environment. Developing an understanding of the mechanisms by which such waves are
generated, propagate, and “break” (thus nonlocally transferring momentum and energy) is
an active area of research [54]. In the context of “environmental” (as opposed to “geophys-
ical”) fluid dynamics, it is conventional to consider stratified flows in general (and internal
waves in particular) typically satisfied at midlatitudes by flows with characteristic speeds of
centimetres to metres per second, and length scales of the order of kilometres or below. Of
course, the effects of rotation are central to understanding the dynamics of the (generically)
stratified fluid flows on earth. It is still very important to understand the behaviour of “en-
vironmental” flows, where the effects of rotation are assumed to be (largely) insignificant,
not least because of the complex ways on which such relatively small-scale and fast flows
can feed back on and nonlinearly affect larger scale flows for which rotational effects may
not plausibly be ignored.
Even when the effect of rotation can be discounted, the research goal of in situ observation
and idealized modelling of such stratified flows is extremely challenging, not only because
of the vast range of scales that are observed but also due to the generic appearance of
spatio-temporally intermittent turbulence. Understanding such flows is nevertheless key to
improving the predictive capability of larger scale models of the global climate system, as
the dynamical effects of turbulence (and the ensuing, and inevitable, mixing of fluid) in such
density-stratified flows play a central, and indeed arguably controlling, role in the transport
of heat, pollutants and other scalars within the earth’s oceans and atmosphere. The Grand
Challenge to the research community is thus to improve parameterization in larger scale
models of stratified turbulence, particularly the associated mixing and transport effects,
which are fundamental to a full understanding of the effects of climate change (SDG #13
Climate Action). This parameterization is a key component in ocean circulation models
used, for example, for environmental management and assessing the effects of climate change
on ocean dynamics. It is widely acknowledged that this key “building block” remains an
outstanding area of both controversy and uncertainty (see for example [59] for a more detailed
discussion of some of the central challenges).
A key objective is to parameterize how turbulent motions in a stratified fluid irreversibly
mix the fluid, and thus transport heat and other scalars vertically, or more precisely across
density surfaces (and hence “diapycnally”). Attempts to parameterize such turbulent diapy-
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cnal transport is a very active area of research, using both idealized “academic” studies of
fundamental fluid processes using laboratory experiments and (increasingly) high resolution
numerical simulations, and also in situ observation and measurement of processes in full-
scale environmental flows. It is very important to appreciate that there are inevitable and
substantial differences in the spatio-temporal resolution and the quantity of data obtainable
from observation as compared to data from simulation and laboratory experimentation.
A fundamental issue is then to ensure synergistic communication between these three
classes (i.e. simulation/experimentation, observation and parameterization) of research ac-
tivity. This is proving, to put it mildly, difficult. Perhaps the most straightforward way
to understand this difficulty is to appreciate that the progression from simulation through
observation to parameterization involves an inevitable increase in complexity of the flow (in
geometry, boundary conditions and mean flow, for example) with a concomitant decrease in
the quantity and quality of available data. In particular, there is an unnerving gap between
the detailed descriptions available from simulations and laboratory experiments of idealized
flows, and both the available observations and parameterizations of the systems of interest.
It is not even clear that mixing associated with turbulence in a stratified fluid has a
generic character, with accumulating evidence suggesting that the properties of the mixing
associated with, for example, the breaking of internal waves are qualitatively different from
those associated with stratified flow over hydraulically rough boundary elements. Never-
theless, recent developments in both modelling and observation are starting to bridge these
gaps suggesting that the research community is on the cusp of making major advances in
constructing new and useful parameterizations of turbulent mixing in stratified flows, an
undoubted Grand Challenge in environmental fluid mechanics.
B. Grand Challenges for modeling
The most basic parameterization of mixing in stratified flows is the construction of a
model for the (vertical) eddy diffusivity of density Kρ ≡ B/N2, a closure relating an ap-
propriately defined vertical buoyancy flux B to N . There are two classic approaches to the
parameterization of Kρ, arising either from the equation for turbulent kinetic energy or from
the equation for density variance. In an exceptionally important and influential paper [55],
Osborn postulated in a statistically steady state that B = Γ, where  is the dissipation rate
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of turbulent kinetic energy, such that the turbulent flux coefficient (sometimes called the
“mixing efficiency”) Γ ≤ 0.2 (the inequality is very commonly ignored and instead replaced
by an equality, see e.g. [56]). This appealing assumption greatly simplifies the problem,
but assumes there is always a fixed partitioning of turbulent kinetic energy between the two
“sinks”: 1/6 of kinetic energy is assumed to go (irreversibly) to potential energy, while 5/6
of kinetic energy is assumed to go to viscous dissipation. Alternatively, Osborn and Cox [65]
postulated that B should be in balance with the rate of destruction of the buoyancy vari-
ance χ which, distinctly different from the Osborn model, requires no assumption about the
kinetic energy balance within the flow.
There are a wide range of as yet un-resolved issues with these two parameterizations
that lie at the heart of much of the analysis of observations [56], proposed improved pa-
rameterizations [57, 66] and indeed larger-scale models. We highlight a (small) subset of
these questions below, which were discussed during the workshop (further discussion of the
fundamental issues facing mixing parameterization can be found in the reviews [58, 59]).
We then briefly point out towards the grand challenge of embedding recent research devel-
opments in the understanding of mixing in stratified flows into models developed to describe
the larger-scale circulation of geophysically relevant flow systems.
1. Time Dependence and Irreversibility
Typical real-world mixing events are inherently time-dependent and transient, and it is
not even clear what is the appropriate way to define the buoyancy frequency [60] when there
is vigorous turbulence, associated with statically unstable overturning regions. Indeed, in
real flows it is not even required that the buoyancy frequency is always positive and this
can be seen, for example, in classical “Kelvin-Helmholtz billow” shear instabilities, denoted
KHI [61–63]. The time evolution of this instability is shown in the upper panels of Fig. 5.
Typically, the irreversible mixing rates constructed using the “background potential en-
ergy” formalism [64], has been used to construct (irreversible) estimates for Γ within the
Osborn model, although such time-dependent mixing events clearly violate the underlying
assumptions of that model [62]. Indeed, through a careful comparison of different expres-
sions, [63] demonstrated that an “irreversible” Osborn-Cox model was more accurate than
the Osborn model with fixed Γ in capturing the actual mixing in a time-dependent Kelvin-
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(d) t2d (e) t3d (f) t2d+100
(a) t2d (b) t3d (c) t2d+100
FIG. 5. Contours of the spanwise vorticity for simulations with the same initial Reynolds number
and bulk Richardson number but (a-c) prone to primary KHI where the initial shear layer depth
and density interface depth are equal; and (d-f) prone to primary HWI where the density interface
is significantly “sharper” than the shear layer depth; at t = t2d (scaled with advective time units
d0/U0), when spanwise-averaged TKE is maximum; t = t3d when three-dimensional perturbations
are maximum; t = t2d + 100. Note ‘overturning’ by the primary KHI and ‘scouring’ by the HWI.
Used with permission from [70], copyright CUP, all rights reserved.
Helmholtz mixing event. Interestingly, there is also recent observational evidence [67] that
using the Osborn-Cox model leads to better estimates of irreversible mixing, at least in en-
ergetic flows where the turbulence is strong relative to the stabilising effects of stratification.
It is plausible that the Osborn-Cox model, based as it is on properties of the density field, is
likely to be a better model for mixing than the Osborn model, which inevitably has to “pass
through” intermediate modelling assumptions relating kinetic energy dissipation processes
to mixing. This has significant implications both for future areas of focus in numerical simu-
lation, and also in terms of observational measurement where the use of recently-developed,
robust methods [68] for direct measurement of χ should be prioritised if at all possible.
Furthermore, it is certainly not settled that KHI-induced turbulent mixing is a good
proxy for stratified turbulent mixing in general, not least because the relatively large-scale
primary overturning leaves an imprint throughout the entire subsequent (relatively short-
lived) “flaring” life cycle, as discussed by [69]. Even accepting that shear instability initial
value problem simulations lead to turbulence with the appropriate characteristics, it is pos-
sible that instabilities which “burn” through longer mixing life cycles may be better proxies
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for environmentally-relevant stratified mixing events. [70, 71] has investigated the turbu-
lent mixing behaviour triggered by “Holmboe wave instabilities” (HWI) characterised by
counter-propagating cusped waves, and associated with relatively “sharp” density interfaces
embedded within relatively extended shear layers. The time evolution of these instabilities is
shown in the lower panels of Fig. 5. These instabilities do not “overturn”, but rather “scour”
the interface, a mixing characterized by mixing coefficients Γ ' 0.2, perhaps fortuitously,
similar to the canonical value of the Osborn model.
Even though such flows can exhibit vigorous turbulent motions above and below the
density interface, the notional spatio-temporally varying gradient Richardson number
Ri(z, t)≡[(−g/ρ¯)∂ρ/∂z]/[∂U/∂z]2 has a probability density function (for varying z and
t) strongly peaked around 1/4. The specific value of 1/4 has great significance in strati-
fied shear flows, as [72, 73] established that a necessary condition for linear normal-mode
instability of an inviscid steady parallel stratified shear flow is that the Richardson number
Ri < 1/4 somewhere within the flow. [74] conjectures that this specific value is still relevant
to the dynamics of turbulent flows where the “background” profiles defining the Richard-
son number are notional constructs from some averaging process of a time-dependent flow,
(which naturally does not satisfy the underlying assumptions of the Miles-Howard theorem)
with the intermittent onset of instabilities maintaining the flow in a “marginally stable”
state. The Ri data from these HWI simulations are suggestive that there may indeed be a
way in which turbulent flows adjust towards such a marginally stable state, perhaps asso-
ciated with the concept of “self-organised criticality” [75]. Such works are suggestive of an
as-yet unexplained robustness in the relevance of linear stability analyses to turbulent flows.
2. Forcing and Parameter Dependence
Freely-evolving shear-induced turbulence is by no means the only way in which strati-
fied mixing may be induced, and it is also an open question of significant interest whether
explicitly forced (or indeed non-sheared) flows are qualitatively different. Indeed, as dis-
cussed by [76], and more recently by [77] and [78], a perhaps more appropriate parameter
to describe the mixing properties of stratified turbulence is the turbulent Froude number
FrT = /(NK), as it seems reasonable that the actual intensity K of the turbulence should
be important, as well as its dissipation rate. As a parameter, FrT also has the attraction
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that it does not rely on a background shear. This point leads to perhaps the key open
question: is it possible (or useful) to attempt to identify generic properties of mixing in-
duced by stratified turbulence, or is it always necessary to identify the underlying forcing or
driving mechanism (e.g. shear instabilities, convective processes, topography etc) triggering
the ensuing irreversible mixing? This is by no means settled among the fluid dynamical
community, and certainly deserves further consideration.
3. Length scales
The various nondimensional parameters can also be interpreted as ratios of key length
scales. For example, the buoyancy Reynolds number Reb ≡ /(νN2) = (LO/LK)4/3, where
LO ≡ (/N3)1/2 is the Ozmidov scale, which may be interpreted as the largest vertical
scale that is mainly unaffected by buoyancy effects, and LK is the Kolmogorov microscale.
Expressed in this way, it is thus apparent for there to be any possibility of an inertial
range of isotropic turbulence, (characterised by scales `i both very much larger than the
dissipation scale LK and very much smaller than the energy injection scale), it is necessary
that Reb  1. Also, for the mixing “grand challenge”, the parameter Reb is very important,
not least because oceanographic flows are often characterised by very large values of Reb.
Furthermore, Kρ ≡ νΓReb, and there is ongoing controversy as to what (if any) dependence
on the parameters Ri, Reb and FrT is exhibited by Γ [57, 59, 66, 76–81].
A further length scale which has attracted much interest is the so-called “Thorpe”
scale LT . This scale is a purely geometric construct, calculated as the rms value of the
notional displacement lengths required to re-sort a given density profile exhibiting a stati-
cally unstable overturning region into a monotonic, statically stable distribution. This scale
may be thought of as being characteristic of the scale of the overturning, and hence in some
way the intensity of the ensuing mixing. It has been a particularly attractive length scale
to consider for observationalists working with data obtained from vertically-profiling instru-
ments, as it can be straightforwardly constructed from a density profile, and so, dating at
least to the pioneering work of [82], there have been efforts to relate LT to other significant
length scales.
In particular, the ratio ROT = LO/LT has been proposed both as a measure of the “age”
of a specific patch of turbulence, and also as a way to infer , and hence mixing, using (for
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example) the Osborn model with fixed Γ. Unfortunately, it is clear that there are significant
issues with this approach both from observational data and numerical simulation (e.g. [83]
and [69]). Nevertheless, it is clearly necessary to continue investigating whether and how
the Thorpe scale can be related to scales (and processes) of dynamical significance.
Just as it can be argued that the Osborn-Cox model is more inherently appealing as
a model for mixing since it relies exclusively on properties of the structure of the density
distribution, so too can an argument be presented that LO is not the most appropriate
length scale to describe mixing, as it is determined by properties of the fluctuating velocity
field rather than properties of the fluctuating density field. The natural analogous length
scale is the so-called “Ellison scale” LE = ρ
′
rms/ |∂ρ/∂z| where ρ′rms is the rms value of the
density fluctuation away from ρ, (naturally closely related to the density variance associated
with the definition of χ) and it is assumed that an appropriate characteristic value can be
identified from the spatio-temporally varying density distribution.
Operationally, and similarly to the above-mentioned Thorpe scale, the Ellison scale is
straightforward to calculate from a time series of measurements at a fixed location. As
discussed by [67], at least for energetic flows where the turbulence is strong relative to the
stabilising effects of stratification, there is strong observational evidence that LE is correlated
to a characteristic “mixing length” of stratified flows, and thus LE proves to be potentially
very useful as a length scale to describe mixing. Nevertheless, further investigation is un-
doubtedly needed to cement the relationship between LE and nondimensional parameters
necessary for the construction of appropriate parameterizations. This is yet another example
of an open, yet important question in the fascinating and environmentally relevant research
area of turbulence and ensuing mixing in stratified flows.
4. Some implications for circulation modelling
While there continues to be considerable advances in the research understanding of tur-
bulence in stratified flows, using Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) and field observations
particularly, these advances have not yet been appropriately incorporated into large scale
ocean circulation models, particularly those running at global scales and on climate-change
timescales. For example, in their global ocean model [84], Holmes et al. (2019) parameter-
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ize diapycnal mixing using the deeply-influential“KPP” model [85] suggested by Large et al.
(1994) more than 25 years ago. This model assumes that the diapycnal diffusivity is simply
a function of Ri - an attractive assumption for models with restricted vertical resolution
and with heavy computational demands due to the model scale and time duration. But, as
discussed above Ri is principally significant for determining the stability of parallel shear
flows, not as a measure of the intensity of the mixing that may occur after the flow goes
unstable [86]. Furthermore, recent fluid dynamical research suggests that the concepts of
“marginal stability” and “self-organised criticality” are significant, implying that flows often
tune towards Ri ∼ 1/4, thus reducing the usefulness of a parameterization based around
this parameter.
Similarly, although alternative, more (at least apparently sophisticated) parameteriza-
tions have been suggested based around variation of mixing properties with the buoyancy
Reynolds number Reb and/or the turbulent Froude number FrT , it is clear that there is as
yet no consensus concerning their robustness and generic relevance. These ongoing contro-
versies in the description of stratified mixing even in highly idealized flows highlights the
grand challenge of transforming recent advances in fluid dynamics research into relatively
simple but physically realistic parameterizations so that large-scale models can produce
reliable predictions of future climate change, which addresses SDG #13 (Climate Action).
IV. OCEAN TRANSPORT
A. Introduction
Climate challenges entail a deeper understanding of how humans impact the earth sys-
tem components. In particular human impact is large at the level of chemical compounds
introduced in the marine environment. The transport and fate of contaminants and plastics
in the coastal marine environment is one of the most impacting human activities which, in
addition to climate change, will exacerbate the negative impacts of higher water tempera-
ture, sea level rise and marine acidification. Notwithstanding the importance of mitigation
actions, i.e. reduction of the net contaminant inputs in the system, adaptation measures
require understanding of the ocean transport dynamics so that mapping of hazards is made
possible and adaptation can be planned, population can be prepared. Understanding how
the ocean transport works for many type of substances is an environmental fluid mechanics
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area that is rapidly evolving and the improved understanding will help address SDG #14
(Life below Water). In particular, SDG #14.1 goal is to significantly reduce marine pollution
of all kinds. In order to define appropriate indicators for this ambitious goal, we need to
advance our comprehension of the transport of passive and active scalar fields in unsteady
fluid flows. Here we discuss two innovative concepts in ocean transport dynamics.
The first is connected to the understanding that transport occurs in coherent structures
since the ocean is dominated by large scale turbulence, manifested by pervasive eddies that
can transport substances across the ocean, remaining coherent for very long time. Thus
knowing in advance the time coherence of the ocean eddies might enlighten us on the sub-
stance transport pathways.
The second is related to the statistical distribution of tracers in the open ocean and coastal
areas which allows to define a typical probability function for the substance transport. This
knowledge will allow to develop proper definition of SDG indicators for monitoring and
assessing acceptable limits of ocean pollution.
B. Grand Challenges for tracer transport structures
1. The present status
Studies of ocean transport generally focus on nowcasting or forecasting the evolution of
scalar fields carried by currents. More often than not, the objective of studies is not a highly
accurate, pointwise prediction of these scalar fields, but rather an identification of major
pathways to scalar field transport. With that objective comes the realization that such
pathways are most efficiently characterized by their boundaries, i.e. by transport barriers.
Geometric templates formed by transport barriers, such as fronts, jets and eddy bound-
aries, are indeed routinely used in geophysics to describe flow features [87]. These templates
are generally inferred from instantaneous Eulerian quantities, even though their intended
meaning is to characterize Lagrangian (i.e. material) transport. This is often unsatisfac-
tory because in turbulent flows, such as the ocean and atmosphere, instantaneous Eulerian
templates (i.e. velocity-field based) can yield transport estimates that differ by orders of
magnitude from actual material transport [88].
The reason for this vast mismatch is twofold. First, material transport is affected by
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the integrated effects of unsteadiness and trend changes of trajectories in a turbulent flow.
As a consequence, instantaneous information from the velocity field and its derivatives does
not account for material transport over an extended time period. Second, by one of the
main axioms of continuum mechanics, descriptions of material response, including material
transport, of any moving continuum should be observer-indifferent [89]. Yet the Eulerian
diagnostics typically used in oceanography –streamlines, the norm of the velocity or vorticity
and the Okubo-Weiss parameter [90, 91]– are all dependent on the observer. This is at
odds with a long-standing view in fluid mechanics that flow-feature identification should be
observer-independent [92–96].
These discrepancies suggest that a self-consistent analysis of scalar transport in the ocean
should be carried out with objective Lagrangian tools. Such tools may be based on the
mathematical analysis of partial differential equations (PDE) of the advection-diffusion type,
which is hindered by the complex spatio-temporal structure of the velocity field responsible
for the advective component. An alternative is the numerical analysis of the advection-
diffusion equation, which is similarly challenging due to large concentration gradients near
barriers and generally unknown initial and boundary conditions.
All these challenges often prompt transport studies to neglect diffusion and consider only
the advective transport of matter and properties. In the absence of diffusive transport,
however, barriers of transport become ill-defined, given that any material surface blocks
purely advective material transport completely [97]. This ambiguity has resulted in the
development of several parallel theories for purely advective transport barriers (Lagrangian
Coherent Structures or LCS) with most of these methods identifying different LCSs even in
simple flows [98].
As an alternative to LCS-based transport analysis, recent progress has identified transport
barriers as material surfaces in turbulent flows that are exceptionally resistant to diffusion:
they block diffusive transport more than any neighboring material surface does [99, 100].
Transport barriers defined in this fashion are independent of the observer [99]. These
results also extend to mass-conserving compressible flows [100] and carry over to barriers
to the transport of probability densities for particle motion in an uncertain velocity field
modeled by an Itoˆ process. Figure 6 shows the application of these results to the extraction
of closed material barriers to diffusion that surround Agulhas rings in the Southern Ocean.
The algorithm implementing these results for arbitrary two-dimensional flows is available in
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BarrierTool, an open source MATLAB GUI downloadable from github.com/LCSETH.
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FIG. 6. Diffused concentration c(x1, t1) at time t1 = t0 + 90 days, with the advected positions of
material Agulhas ring boundaries (identified as diffusion barriers) overlaid. Adapted from [99].
2. Perspectives in barrier detection
These results show the power of advanced variational calculus to reconstruct key elements
of a material transport-barrier network from well-resolved numerical and experimental veloc-
ity fields. These barriers are coherent as a consequence, but their construction is independent
of any particular notion of advective coherence. Rather, they are constructed from the uni-
versally accepted, quantitative notion of transport through a surface. In the limit of the
pure advection of a conservative tracer, the theory renders material barrier surfaces that
will emerge as diffusion barriers under the addition of the slightest diffusivity to the scalar
or the slightest uncertainty to the velocity field.
Further challenges to address in this approach include an efficient computational al-
gorithm for transport barrier surfaces in three-dimensional flows, as well the inclusion of
reaction terms and coupling to other scalar fields. In addition, approximate versions of the
exact theory of diffusion barriers should be developed for sparse, observational data. A first
step in this direction is the use of the diffusion-barrier strength diagnostic [99], a simple
tool to locate barriers present in the flow without computing null surfaces. Further steps
might benefit from the deployment of machine learning in the construction of barriers from
under-resolved data, relying on training a barrier detection scheme on highly-resolved data.
A further open question is the definition and detection of barriers to the transport of
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active scalars, such as vorticity, potential vorticity, helicity, linear momentum and energy.
While the transport of these active scalar fields is considered fundamentally important for
building the correct physical intuition about the flow, active scalars and their transport are
observer-dependent, and hence their connection with material transport is a priori unclear.
A possible first step would be to redefine these quantities so that they become objective, or
isolate a unique component in their transport that is observer-independent.
C. Grand Challenges for statistical properties of tracers
1. Distribution of oceans tracers
Ocean tracers are distributed unevenly throughout the oceans and, as shown in the pre-
vious section, are trapped by eddies at different temporal and spatial scales [101, 102]. This
intermittency of the oceanic flow field affects the passive and active tracer transport in a
very fundamental way, as described first by [103]. In this seminal paper, Pierrehumbert
describes the probability density function (PDF) of passive and active tracer concentrations
and finds that they have exponential tails, i.e. admit a tail of very large concentrations that
depends on the specific turbulent flow field characteristics.
If we apply this statistical analysis to ocean pollutant distributions, we could intercompare
in an objective way the transport of tracers across basins with very different current regimes,
mean currents, mesoscale and submesoscale features, including the continental shelves of the
world ocean basins, where the dynamics is different from that of the open sea. Ultimately the
statistical representation of pollutant advection-diffusion transport in the ocean will guide
us to formulate general indicators.
Ocean-property PDFs are normally represented by two parameter distributions [104].
One can reduce the problem of different tracer advection-diffusion regimes by describing
how these parameters vary in different regions and at different times. PDFs for world-ocean
currents have been calculated from satellite altimetry [105] and from numerical circulation
models [106]. For tracers, [107] assessed the advection-diffusion PDFs for stratospheric
tracers and [108] for oil in the ocean, both papers using realistic numerical simulations. The
emerging PDF for both currents and pollutants is of Weibull type, i.e. it can be written
as P (x;α, β) = (α/β) (x/β)α−1 exp[− (x/β)α], where x is the tracer concentration, α the
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shape and β the scale parameters. The values of the PDF parameters most likely will vary
slowly in time. This PDF is characterized by a Gaussian core and fat tails, which fall more
slowly than a Gaussian and indicate anomalously high probability of extreme concentration
fluctuations. This means that mixing or diffusion does not act fast enough to homogenize
the tracer, which remains at high concentration for finite time.
This specific PDF for ocean and atmospheric tracers is likely connected to the material
transport barriers described in the previous section and to other characteristics of the oceanic
and atmospheric turbulent flow field. This point remains to be developed in future research.
2. Applications of ocean tracer PDFs
The Weibull PDF has important implications for pollutant distributions in the ocean.
Given that many physical and chemical processes acting on the pollutant are nonlinear
(i.e. they depend on the concentration itself), the increased probability of high tracer
concentrations can have profound effects on the transformation and mixing of the tracer or,
in other words, on the dilution of the pollutant.
Ocean-ensemble-simulation approaches are effective methods to study the pollutant PDFs
because monitoring of ocean tracers is still scarce both from satellites and in situ. This is to
be contrasted with the atmosphere in which most tracers can be observed from space. In par-
ticular, for plastic [109, 110] and accidental and operational oil releases [111, 112], simulation-
ensemble techniques are emerging methods to study hazard from pollution. Ocean-ensemble
simulations currently benefit from the best reconstructions of ocean currents from opera-
tional ocean forecasting centres, which provide multi-decadal time series of the ocean flow
field. This ensemble-statistical framework is also very important to account for the uncer-
tainties in the tracer release positions, the errors in current reconstructions, and the errors
in the chemical and physical transformations represented in active tracer dynamics.
Recently, [108] has calculated the PDF for beached oil concentrations and demonstrated
that it is indeed Weibull for the Portuguese coast. Figure 7 shows a similar distribution
for beached oil concentrations for the entire Caribbean Archipelago coastline. The long tail
of high concentration values shows the importance of understanding PDF distributions to
calculate hazard accurately.
Hazard from oil pollution comes from the relatively high number of events in the dis-
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FIG. 7. Beached oil distribution from ensemble simulations carried out for different release points
around the Caribbean Islands, simulating accidental oil spills transport produced by the flow field
conditions in 2013.
tribution tail. The Weibull tail distribution, H, expresses this concept using the integral
of the PDF bounded by an appropriately chosen low-value concentration, xlow, as follows
H(xlow;α, β) = exp[− (xlow/β)α]. This function can be useful to compare hazards due to
oil releases from maritime traffic or accidents. Decision on which value of xlow to use is
left to the end user, depending on additional information on the type of coastlines and the
socio-economic activities taking place along them.
Indicators of the SDG #14.1 target, i.e. to prevent and significantly reduce marine
pollution of all kinds, including marine debris and nutrient pollution, might be described by
the pdf of the tracer to monitor and periodically assess the decrease of oil pollution in the
world oceans.
V. URBAN FLOWS
A. Introduction
By 2050, 6.5 billion people, or two-thirds of humanity, will live in cities. This rapid
urbanization brings enormous challenges, thereby motivating SDG #11: to make cities and
human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. To achieve this goal, significant
transformations will be required in the way cities are designed, managed, and built [113].
Urban fluid mechanics plays an important role in ensuring the safety, resiliency and sustain-
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ability of cities: the wind patterns in the urban canopy affect structural resiliency, pedestrian
wind comfort and exposure to pollution, street canyon ventilation and air quality, wind en-
ergy resources, natural ventilation of buildings and indoor air quality, and urban heat island
effects. Improving our fundamental understanding of urban fluid mechanics and our capa-
bility to predict urban canopy flow is essential to support the design and management of
sustainable urban spaces, and to identify solutions that can mitigate or adapt to the conse-
quences of climate change. Physical experiments and computational models each contribute
to improving our understanding of urban flow, but the complexity of the urban environment
and the governing flow physics limits their predictive capabilities; to enable accurate pre-
diction, novel approaches that integrate urban sensor measurements with experiments and
computational models are needed. In the following, we first outline the grand challenges
towards enabling accurate predictions, before summarizing recent progress on case studies
considering natural ventilation and urban flow and dispersion.
B. Grand Challenges in predicting urban flow
The complexity and heterogeneity of urban geometries, the inherent variability in urban
flows, and the need for reduced-order physics models in computational tools each pose a
considerable challenge for the prediction of urban flow. This section aims to summarize
the effect of these challenges on the predictive capability of laboratory measurements and
computational models, thereby identifying the need for solutions that integrate both methods
with field measurements, which represent the full complexity of urban flows.
1. Representing the complexity and heterogeneity of urban geometries
Urban flow is governed by a wide range of scales: the wake downstream of a city downtown
area can be a few kilometers, while the smallest scale, determined by the Kolmogorov mi-
croscale, is on the order of millimeters. In between, there is a range of geometrical features,
such as the overall building dimensions and spacing, balconies and windows on building
fac¸ades, and vegetation, that locally influence the flow. Geometry-specific simulations or
experiments aim to reproduce these effects, but the level of geometrical detail that should
be represented remains an open question. It is well established that the aerodynamic effects
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of vegetation influence the urban wind environment [114], and geometrical details in the
urban canopy have been found to modify the local flow field [115, 116]. The observed ef-
fects are often specific to the configurations and quantities of interest considered, indicating
a need to develop generalized, systematic approaches to define the required accuracy and
level of detail in the geometrical description. Such approaches should weigh the potential
improvement in the accuracy of the predictions, which comes at an increased computational
cost, against the uncertainties introduced by the other two challenges.
2. Accounting for inherent variability in the boundary and operating conditions
Urban flow studies have traditionally employed carefully scaled experiments in atmo-
spheric boundary layer (ABL) wind tunnels. These wind tunnel tests are routinely used to
inform building design and validate computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, even
though it is recognized that there is a lack of validation with full-scale field measurement
data [117]. Several studies comparing wind tunnel and field experiments have identified non-
negligible differences between measured quantities of interest, including the wind speed and
direction, the concentration of pollutants, and the wind pressure on building fac¸ades [118–
120]. The inherent variability in the real ABL has been cited as an important reason for
these discrepancies: the boundary conditions of a field experiment cannot be controlled, and
larger-scale variability in the ABL prohibits the acquisition of time-series representative of
the quasi steady-state flow conditions in the wind tunnel. When modeling flow in buildings,
additional uncertainties arise due to continuous changes in operating conditions, such as
occupancy and the corresponding heat loads that determine buoyancy-driven flows.
To improve our understanding of the effects of this inherent variability and validate pre-
dictions with full-scale data, there is a need for novel probabilistic modeling strategies and for
detailed field measurements. Deterministic, point-wise, comparisons have been inconclusive
due to the limited amount of data that can be obtained for both the quantities of interest
and the characterization of the boundary and operating conditions during the experiment.
Probabilistic approaches that can represent the effect of the variability in the field have been
shown to provide a more meaningful comparison [120, 121], but can be time-consuming in
the lab; instead, advances in high-performance computing capabilities, numerical algorithms,
and tools for uncertainty quantification, can enable efficient evaluation of the effect of the
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inherent variability in computational models. Important research questions regarding the
definition of probability distributions for the uncertain parameters and the most efficient
way to propagate them to the quantities of interest remain. The answers to these questions
will be different for different quantities of interest, and carefully designed field experiments
are required to further develop and validate probabilistic approaches. These experiments
should not only gather data for relevant quantities of interest, but also characterize prob-
ability distributions of variable boundary and operating conditions that could affect these
quantities of interest.
To further improve the realism of ABL inflow boundary conditions in CFD simulations,
they can also be coupled to larger-scale weather forecasting models. The coupling of these
codes is not straightforward; their different physics modeling approaches and the large dis-
parity in the resolution of the simulations imply that some form of interpolation, model
blending, or generation of smaller-scale turbulence is required [124, 125]. The downscaling
of weather forecasting codes to enable obstacle resolving simulations can alleviate the need
for model blending, but the use of nested grids and immersed boundary techniques still has
numerical and physical modeling challenges [126]. Importantly, in both the coupled and
downscaled simulation approaches, the quality of the solution will strongly depend on the
accuracy of the larger-scale simulation [127, 128]. The grand challenges in weather predic-
tion models are discussed in Sec. VI; for the purpose of using their output to define boundary
conditions for urban-scale CFD models, it will be essential to define strategies that propa-
gate the uncertainty in the weather model prediction through the urban-scale model [130].
3. Accounting for uncertainty in reduced-order physics models
The use of reduced-order physics models in numerical simulations introduces an addi-
tional challenge. For example, urban flow simulations generally employ some form of tur-
bulence modeling to represent the effect of the large range of turbulence scales on the mean
flow and on the transport of pollutants or heat. The choice of the turbulence model is
essentially a trade-off between fidelity and computational cost: Reynolds Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) simulations offer a low-fidelity, affordable option, while large-eddy simula-
tions (LES) provide a high-fidelity, expensive solution. Similar to the challenges encountered
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in the parameterization of mixing in stratified flows (see Sec. III), traditional comparison
and calibration of RANS turbulence models with wind tunnel experiments for urban flows
has only been moderately successful. As a result, the converging opinion is that we need
LES for improved accuracy [122].
When considering validation with field measurements, this conclusion becomes more am-
biguous. In wind tunnel validation studies, geometrical differences and variability in the
flow conditions can be largely eliminated, such that turbulence modeling becomes the main
challenge. In field measurements the other challenges can dominate, and the use of an ex-
pensive turbulence model no longer guarantees an accurate prediction [123, 130]. To ensure
full-scale predictive capabilities, geometrical uncertainties and variability in flow conditions
should also be represented. To achieve this within the limits of acceptable computational
cost, one can not solely rely on LES. Instead, we need to explore new multi-fidelity sim-
ulation approaches, where an expensive high-fidelity model or experiment can be used to
calibrate a fast low-fidelity model, and the low-fidelity model can then be used to quantify
the effect of variability in the real full-scale conditions [131]. In this context, research on
the use of machine learning to quantify and reduce uncertainty in RANS turbulence models
based on high-fidelity simulation data bases also has the potential to improve urban flow
simulations [129].
C. Case Studies illustrating the Grand Challenges
Figure 8 visualizes the different sources of data and the integration methods that can
contribute to addressing the challenges identified in Sec. V B. This section presents recent
progress on two different applications to illustrate how a subset of these techniques can
contribute to improving our understanding of urban flows and achieving validation with
realistic field data. Both studies demonstrate the need for field experiments and high-fidelity
modeling, while also highlighting opportunities to use the resulting data to develop faster
low-fidelity models that can provide predictions with confidence intervals to inform design.
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FIG. 8. Integration of field measurements, laboratory measurements, and high- and low-fidelity
computational models to provide predictions with confidence intervals.
1. Natural ventilation
A major challenge posed by increasing urbanization is the huge and increasing energy
demands of the built environment and the consequent greenhouse gas emissions and heat
island impacts. Much of this energy use stems from the increasing use of air conditioning; the
2017 International Energy Agency report ‘The future of cooling’ highlights concerns about
an unsustainable energy demand for cooling associated with urbanization - the so-called
“cooling crunch”. An alternative approach is needed if urbanization is to be sustainable,
and one possibility is to replace air conditioning with natural ventilation which uses the
energy-free resources of the wind and temperature differences between indoors and outdoors
to drive ventilation flows through a building. This is the objective of the Managing Air for
Green Inner Cities (MAGIC) project (www.magic-air.uk) [132].
In order to use natural ventilation it is necessary that the external air has an acceptable
level of air quality both in terms of pollutants, gaseous and particulates, and is appropriate in
terms of temperature and humidity. It is also necessary to have information on the external
environmental conditions and the wind flow in order to ventilate buildings effectively and
to provide comfortable conditions inside the building. In terms of day-to-day operation this
may be achieved by having access to local monitoring data. On the other hand, in order
to design naturally ventilated buildings, or retrofit existing buildings, and to place them
in an urban context, requires a sophisticated modelling framework that provides a systems
approach to this highly interconnected and complex problem. Such an approach must also
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account for variations in weather, traffic and other time-dependent patterns such as solar
radiation, spatial variations in pollutant concentrations and occupant behaviour.
To achieve this, MAGIC employs field studies, laboratory experiments (wind tunnel and
water flume on flow around and inside buildings), and high-fidelity modeling. Field studies
carried out in London in 2017 and 2019, and Cambridge in 2018 show that both indoor and
outdoor pollutant levels are highly variable. The measurements clearly demonstrate the need
for high-fidelity modelling. To this end, MAGIC employs the LES open-source code Fluidity
which has an adaptive unstructured mesh that allows the highly localized computations
of wind speed, temperature and pollutant levels needed to evaluate the performance of a
naturally ventilated building within its particular urban context. Fluidity allows for neutral,
unstable and stable ABL flows, and includes thermal radiation from buildings and sensible
and latent heat transfers from green and blue space, an urban design term that stands
for visible water. While Fluidity has the capability to make the required calculations it
is computationally expensive and has long run times. Consequently, MAGIC also employs
data assimilation, reduced order modeling and machine learning to improve accuracy and to
speed up run times so that calculations can be run in close to real time. The coupling of these
technologies still represents a significant challenge but the present outlook is encouraging.
For example, reduced order modeling produces speed-up by factors of 106, allowing for
calculations to be used in design studies.
2. Urban flow and dispersion
In 2016, 91% of the world population was living in places where the world health orga-
nization air quality guidelines were not met, and outdoor pollution was estimated to cause
4.2 million premature deaths worldwide [133]. Detailed predictions of wind and dispersion
patterns in urban areas could provide essential information to mitigate adverse health ef-
fects. However, the predictive capability of numerical models is limited by the challenges
identified in Sec. V B. This case study attempts to address these challenges by (1) inves-
tigating methods to quantify the effect of uncertainty in the inflow boundary conditions,
and (2) evaluating the relative importance of inflow and turbulence model uncertainties.
Two different configurations were considered: the Joint Urban 2003 (JU2003) experiment
in Oklahoma City [134] and a recent field measurement on Stanford’s campus.
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FIG. 9. Simulation results for JU2003: iso-contours of Q-criteria colored by velocity magnitude ob-
tained from LES [130] (left), pollutant source and sensor locations (center), and RANS predictions
of pollutant concentrations with 95% confidence intervals compared to field measurements [136].
To quantify the effect of the inflow uncertainty on the simulation results, three uncer-
tain parameters were defined: the ABL roughness height, and the wind magnitude and
direction. For JU2003, probability distributions for these parameters were defined using
either field data from a sensor placed close to the inflow boundary [136], or output from
mesoscale simulations [135]. The uncertainties were propagated to the quantities of interest
using a polynomial chaos expansion approach. The results, shown in Fig. 9 (right) for the
study using the field measurements as input, indicate the potential of this approach when
addressing comparisons with field measurements. The use of weather forecasting models
to define the input distributions also provided realistic results, but the uncertainty in the
predicted concentrations is significantly larger due to uncertainty in the mesoscale model
output. This motivated an experiment on Stanford’s campus to determine if using data
from sensors inside the urban canopy could also provide improved predictions. Wind ve-
locity data from two sensors inside the urban canopy were assimilated using an ensemble
Kalman filter; data from four additional sensors were used for validation. The predicted
mean values were ∼20% more likely to be within the 95% confidence interval of the experi-
mental data compared to the traditional method of using weather station data to define the
inflow boundary conditions [137].
The relative importance of turbulence model form uncertainties compared to inflow uncer-
tainties was investigated in two ways. First, a high-fidelity LES (Fig. 9 (left)) was performed
for the dominant wind direction during JU2003 [130]. Comparison of the modeled and mea-
sured wind velocities indicated there was no tangible improvement in the LES predictions
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compared to RANS, indicating that the influence of other uncertainties can not be neglected.
Second, an approach to quantify RANS turbulence model uncertainties by introducing per-
turbations in the modeled Reynolds stress tensor was explored [138]. The approach predicts
a plausible interval for the quantities of interest; the magnitude of these intervals varied
locally, but they were generally smaller than the confidence intervals predicted by the inflow
uncertainty quantification study. Multi-fidelity approaches could offer further opportuni-
ties for decreasing the magnitude of the intervals: data from high-fidelity simulations or
experiments could inform the perturbations introduced in the Reynolds stress tensor.
Finally, there are significant challenges in translating the results of both case studies into
impacts on people. For example, personal exposure to pollution will be highly variable, both
outdoors but also indoors where we typically spend 90% of our time. The impacts of this
exposure and other aspects of the urban environment, such as the access to daylight, green
spaces, and ‘fresh air’ on human health, well being and productivity is unknown, yet critical
to living fulfilled lives in cities.
VI. WEATHER AND CLIMATE PREDICTION
A. Introduction
The prediction of the atmospheric state is key for all socio-economic sectors that depend
on weather and air quality, and climate change adds significant complexity to the problem
through anthropogenic contributions that are measurably affecting our planet. Despite the
skill of today’s forecasting, tens of thousands lives and hundreds of billion dollars are lost
due to weather extremes every year [139]. This clearly asks for much enhanced predictive
skill and an assessment of where opportunities and challenges lie.
Today’s most sophisticated prediction systems include atmosphere, oceans, sea-ice, land
surface and key components of the biosphere since the Earth-system is a high-dimensional,
non-linear dynamical system in which all of these components interact at different space and
time scales. Predictive skill depends therefore on how realistic the Earth-system physics are
represented in models, and how well this system can be observed to formulate the underlying
physical laws, and how well accurate initial conditions and external forcings for forecasts
can be derived.
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Historically, weather and climate prediction have diverged because weather models fo-
cused on shorter time scales (days to months) while climate models on longer scales (decades
to centuries, or even millennia for paleo-climate studies) [140]. Due to computing cost, this
choice had implications on model resolution and complexity, so that climate models operate
at best at O(25 km) today but include all Earth-system components [141], while weather
models operate at O(10 km) with much more physical process detail but an incomplete rep-
resentation of the Earth system [142]. Another major difference is that weather models need
very accurate initial conditions while climate models are only weakly initialized [143, 144].
The weather application has also pioneered the concept of ensemble prediction, which adds
a physically based uncertainty estimate to initial conditions and forecasts [145].
However, this historic separation is about to end because of the generic need for more
realism in model physics, the essential role of observations in identifying model errors, and
the technological limitations of high-performance computing and big data handling. All
three present Grand Challenges for Earth system prediction are highly interconnected, and
their solution will require non-traditional ways of thinking.
B. Grand Challenges for model physics
Global prediction models are based on a set of equations describing three-dimensional
motion, the continuity equation, and thermodynamic and gas laws. While these equations
may be formulated around different prognostic variables and coordinate systems, they accu-
rately represent the fluid flow. As the equations cannot be solved analytically, they require
numerical methods to advance the state of prognostic variables in time and space. These
methods rely on various grid set-ups, and have different implications on conservation, bal-
ance, and numerical stability and accuracy. This part of the model is usually called the
‘dynamical core’, and it describes the dynamics of processes that are resolved with the
chosen discretization [146].
A unique aspect of weather and climate models is the need to parameterise the impact
of sub grid-scale processes on mass, momentum and energy advanced at the resolved scale.
In weather models, examples of such processes are radiation, convection and clouds, surface
drag and gravity waves excited by orography and in the free atmosphere, and the interaction
between the atmosphere and surfaces [147]. The coupling to land and vegetation, ocean,
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wave, sea-ice and ice-sheet models is carried out by exchanging fluxes at the interfaces.
‘Parameterisation’ means that many of these processes are represented by approximate
laws often derived from observations with limited representativeness. Prominent examples
are deep convection, clouds and orographic drag – all being of very high importance for
predictive skill. Maintaining approximate laws in physical models is considered a key im-
pediment to progress [148], and hence eliminating parameterisations by actually resolving
the full process is clearly an option for consideration.
While predictive skill of weather models has steadily increased over time [149], and climate
models show enhanced agreement with observations when run over past periods, adding
complexity by including more and more physical and chemical detail has not led to the
elimination of key skill limitations in recent decades [150, 151]. Enhanced resolution has
clearly shown benefits [152] but there is evidence that this improvement is not steady and
that there are key resolution thresholds that need to be overcome to reliably predictive
key Earth-system mechanisms [153]. Past examples are resolutions better than 100 km to
resolve mid-latitude frontal structures [154], 20-40 km that helped resolving the complex
scale interaction in weather regime transitions, for example blocking [155], and at least 50
km for representing the inter-annual variability of tropical cyclones [156].
However, shifting the boundary between resolved and parameterised processes by a signif-
icant step appears to be the only way to overcome key sources of model biases: this is the first
big challenge. Numerical experiments with very high-resolution models indicate that deep
convection in the tropics must be resolved to accurately describe convection dynamics and
its effect on the large-scale circulation, which drives weather patterns at all latitudes [148].
Shallow convection and stratified cloud processes in sub-tropical areas represent the next
barrier as these clouds determine an important contribution to the global energy balance
via radiation, and exhibit strong sensitivity to heating trends in the atmosphere following
climate change [157].
Surpassing both barriers implies running global models at 100 m - 1 km resolution, which
seems to present a nearly impossible computing task [158, 159]. Requiring such enhanced
processing capability translates into a much closer co-development between model physics,
numerical methods and their implementation on highly parallelised and energy efficient
hardware. This is common to both weather and climate models.
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FIG. 10. Future prediction system advances will arise from improved resolution delivering a more
accurate representation of physical processes, more complex models delivering a better represen-
tation of the entire Earth-system that is highly relevant for longer-range prediction, and larger
ensembles delivering more reliable forecasts from better uncertainty statistics. Increasing both
ensembles and model complexity has at least a linear impact while better resolution has at least a
cubic impact on the computational cost of simulations.
C. Grand Challenges for observations
Traditionally, observations have been used for model and forecast verification and,
through dedicated observational field campaigns and reference stations, also for model
development [149]. The weather and climate community is very well organised in defin-
ing their observational requirements, common observational network strategies, supporting
future satellite programmes, and exchanging data globally in near real time with unified
formats and metadata. This effort is one of the key foci of the World Meteorological Organ-
isation and space agencies, and is strongly supported by national and collaborative efforts
across countries.
Today’s operational weather forecasting centres employ about 60 million observations
per day for generating initial conditions for forecasts and for verification based on data as-
similation methods. Similar data volumes are being employed for climate and air-quality
reanalyses supporting climate monitoring and predictions [160]. The accuracy of the ini-
tial conditions is largely determined by the quality of the forecast model as observational
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information can only be exploited when the forecast model produces a state estimate that
is close to the observed one. The above model development challenge therefore projects
directly onto data assimilation. At scales of 100 m - 1 km, so-far parameterised processes
will be resolved so that also data assimilation methods need to be able to exploit high-
resolution observations, represent small-scale and fast processes, and describe interactions
across a wider range of time and space scales.
While climate projections beyond decadal time scales are not initialised with observed
data, there is significant potential to exploit data assimilation methods for model develop-
ment serving both weather and climate prediction [161]. Firstly, systematic forecast errors
appear very early in the forecast so that error diagnostics applied to weather time scales
equally exhibit climate model errors. Through data assimilation, these errors can actually
be traced back to individual model processes whereby tendencies of key model parameters
between analysis cycles are compared to analysis increments, which represent the correc-
tions derived from observations applied to model forecast [162]. Secondly, data assimilation
and the wealth of observational information can be used in parameter estimation methods,
in which uncertain model parameters and settings become part of the optimal estimation
process, that eventually produces the initial conditions but also optimal parameter set-
tings [163]. Both application areas offer significant potential for weather and climate model
development. The adaptation of global data assimilation algorithms to the desirable 100
m - 1 km scales followed by the implementation of both key model error diagnostics and
parameter optimisation methods represents another Grand Challenge at present.
D. Grand Challenges for high-performance computing
In the past, prediction model and data assimilation enhancements have benefited from
the exponential growth of computing power [164]. As this trend is reaching physical limits,
entirely new ways of bringing large, compute and data intensive applications onto high-
performance infrastructures are needed [165]. This is the third Grand Challenge.
A generic feature of weather and climate model codes is that they only achieve about 5%
sustained performance on general-purpose processors, mostly because of too much costly
data movement[166].
The answer to the computing and data challenge is a combination of doing less, doing it
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cheaper and doing it with a specific focus on what new processors and system architectures
have to offer. This diverse set of solutions requires prediction systems to build in much more
flexibility on both sides: the scientific front-end and the computing back-end.
In terms of numerical methods and model dynamical cores at the front-end, enhanced par-
allelism means that grid-point models only requiring nearest-neighbour data communication
have advantages over the classic, spectral methods that require global communication [146]
even though the latter still perform very well [167].
Since performance is mostly limited by memory bandwidth, even higher-order methods
have potential today as they deliver more accuracy with invisible computing overheads.
However, time stepping is highly relevant because explicit time stepping schemes, which
are required for stable calculations with most grid-point models, may avoid global data
communication but still imply costly, locally performed data movements; however, much
more frequently than semi-implicit or implicit schemes. The ‘impliciteness’ also determines
how local or global the solver needs to be, and how well the computations can be par-
allelised. Advection methods are important in this context as well because they require
halo-communication.
Efficiency gains can be obtained from limiting higher resolution to areas of interest [168],
through dynamical grid refinements in areas of dynamic activity and sharp state gradi-
ents [169] and by implementing multiple resolution for different prognostic variables. The
first option is less suitable for global and longer-range predictions as finer-scale motions
would be systematically misrepresented in areas with lower resolution. The second option
has significant implications on load-balancing as the computing and communication load
across many compute nodes would need to be reassessed and adapted every time step. The
third option is a simplified version of the first and offers both flexibility and performance as
it trades off resolution against error tolerance at full global scale. For example, while cloud
variables need to be updated at every grid point and time step at the highest possible rate,
aerosols and most trace gases could be run at coarser scales as they do not vary as much and
do not undergo rapid physical and chemical processes. An important ingredient for such
front-end flexibility, however, is a data structure that allows flexible mesh and grid handling
of all fields, that performs cost effective interpolations and that is fully parallelised [170].
At the computational back-end, an interface to different types of processors is also needed
so that memory layout and parallelism can be defined away from the science code. Separating
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science code from those operations that are hardware dependent is an entirely new concept.
While traditional programming models allow shared- and distributed-memory parallelisation
at science code level, true flexibility and hardware-portability can only be achieved through
this so-called separation of concerns [171].
The re-emergence of artificial intelligence (deep-learning) methods caused by prominent
commercial applications and supported by specialised processing technologies also presents
potential in Earth-system prediction. Replacing physics based models as a whole may not
be possible due to the very large number of degrees of freedom and the strong non-linearity
of the system [15]. However, there are successful studies for the prediction of selected pa-
rameters at coarse scale [172] and short lead times or selected locations [173], also presenting
opportunities for commercial applications.
At model process level, there are benefits for tuning uncertain parameters with better and
more comprehensive training, but the key application area for deep-learning methods is to
replace or accelerate costly model components. For parameterisations, radiation and cloud
schemes are obvious candidates for which good results have been achieved [174], however,
conservation of mass and energy are important requirements. Going one step further and
representing sub grid-scale cloud-dynamics by neural networks that have been trained with
three-dimensional large-eddy simulations has been proposed [175] but may be impossible to
train for global applications and may require too costly neural networks for capturing the
full dimension of the problem.
Lastly, Earth-system model configurations need to be scrutinized depending on the spe-
cific application. For example, medium-range weather prediction clearly requires atmosphere-
ocean coupling, but does costly, deep ocean circulation matter? How many aerosol prog-
nostic variables need to be included in a weather model compared to an air-quality model?
Can time-critical ensembles be run with a pseudo-ensemble in which ensemble spread is
calculated by neural networks rather than costly physics based models? What is the best
trade-off between spatial resolution - a key factor for physical realism of models (see first
challenge) - and model complexity in climate models?
Future models will need to include all such sources of efficiency gains to achieve spatial
resolutions that help overcome key sources of model error. Both weather and climate models
need the same algorithmic flexibility and generic solutions for software development, even if
individual choices about model configuration may differ. The same applies to solutions for
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handling massive amounts of data to be post-processed, archived and disseminated [176].
While this aspect is not the subject of this paper, the data challenge is intimately connected
to the computing challenge and requires community wide, sustainable solutions. Note that
the first two challenges can only be addressed by solving challenge number three – an in-
vestment in weather and climate domain specific computational science will therefore be
essential to advance predictive skill much further and therefore help in addressing SDG #13
(Climate Action).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented and discussed a wide range of Grand Challenge problems
in Environmental Fluid Mechanics (EFM) that need to be tackled as we strive towards a
more sustainable planet. They range from fundamental advances in understanding and
modeling of stratified turbulence and consequent mixing, to applied studies of pollution
transport in the ocean, atmosphere and urban environments.
An important consideration in tackling Grand Challenge problems is the juxtaposition
of science and engineering. For example, those developing flow-based solutions in the ur-
ban environment are often directed towards building simulations of the system, whereas the
scientists are interested in understanding their observations of the natural world through
modeling. In both cases, however, the modeling approach embraces the idea of simplifica-
tion, and the use of dimensional analysis to ensure the models capture the dominant effects.
Another very important example is the planning of a field experiment to monitor the poten-
tial environmental impacts of deep-sea mining, with sea floor surveillance designed to follow
any sediment plumes generated by the process. In this context, the engineering process has
the potential to disturb a deep-marine habitat and so careful measurement and modeling
based on rigorous science is needed to understand the possible impacts. The key take away
is that for grand scale problems such as these, both engineering and scientific approaches
are in order.
While there is great importance in understanding the fundamentals and using this to
build both scaling laws and accurate models, the potential transformation in modelling
associated with the advent of large data sets, and the ability to recognise patterns and rules
within such data, is also recognized. This can lead to data based models to complement
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predictive modeling. It is key, however, to not lose sight of the value of fundamental physics
based models in identifying bounds on particular flow regimes, as indicated by dimensionless
parameters. This can help with developing predictive models for highly non-linear processes
for which data based models may not always capture such transitions in behaviour.
In this perspective paper, we have highlighted many topics for which EFM plays a central
role in sustainability for the planet, and in which scientists have been engaged for decades.
Continued efforts are needed on all fronts, but in order to provide some guidance, we highlight
a few topics of particular importance.
Flood prediction and hurricane forecasting are topics that rely heavily on EFM. These
events are increasing in number and intensity, and are encountered in so many different
parts of the worlds nowadays, with increasingly devastating effect, that advances in flood
and hurricane prediction are paramount. Similarly, anthropogenic discharges into the envi-
ronment like the Deepwater Horizon oil spill (the largest marine oil spill in the history of
the petroleum industry), discharges from ships (still happening too regularly), or the intro-
duction of plastics of all size into water bodies, increasingly demand a call-to-arms for the
EFM community to assess and communicate the extent and scale of their impact.
Understanding the impact of deep-sea mining is a new arena for EFM, but one of pro-
found importance. Nodules found on the deep seabed contain vast deposits of nickel, cobalt,
copper, and manganese, four minerals that are essential for energy storage. As society
moves toward driving more electric vehicles and utilizing renewable energy there will be an
increased demand for these minerals, to manufacture the batteries necessary to decarbonize
the economy. The collection of nodules from the seabed is being considered as a new means
for obtaining these materials, but before so doing it is imperative to fully understand the
environmental impact of mining resources from the deep ocean and compare it to the envi-
ronmental impact of mining resources on land. A central question is to understand how the
sediment plumes generated by the collection of nodules from the seabed will be carried by
water currents [177].
Finally, the Covid pandemic has brought to the fore a hugely important topic in EFM for
global well being. Key to making progress is for EFM researchers to collaborate with a wide
range of experts from other fields to help identify key and relevant problems to inform, and
to help assess the impact of EFM research on the problems. Some of the contributions to be
made include: (i) the collection of relevant data to describe the environmental system - this
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can be very difficult, especially in remote or dangerous environments (e.g. the measurement
of the dispersal patterns of aerosols produced by breathing or coughing and their sampling
in hospital/other settings to assess whether they contribute to infection transmission); (ii)
the design of new experiments (either in the field or the lab) to help understand the physical
processes controlling or influencing the system (e.g. aerosol dispersion patterns); (iii) the
development of simplified physical models that provide a framework to interpret the data
can help identify leading order solutions and modifications to help improve the situation or
evolve the situation to reduce the undesirable effects (e.g. increasing ventilation rates in
buildings/social distancing); (iv) modeling of the system, perhaps using numerical simula-
tion, as a longer term research endeavor (e.g. the interactions of aerosols with face masks,
filters or surfaces, combined with the evaporation processes). In combination, these activ-
ities can play a central role in informing public policy and thereby shaping the way that
global society should conduct itself in pandemic scenarios.
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